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Room 10 Science Guys
Reported by Josh

For our May science experiment, Room 10 used flashlights to project drawings onto the walls and
floor. We took a toilet paper roll and used a rubber band to cover one end of the roll with plastic
wrap. Next, we chose a shape to draw on the plastic wrap. We turned off the lights in the room
and each took a turn to shine the flashlight from the other end of the toilet paper roll through the
plastic wrap and we saw the projection of our shape!

What has Room 10 been up to in group?
Places in the Community
Reported by: Conor

This month we refreshed fast
food restaurants. Fast food is
when you are looking for a
casual meal, typically coming in
disposable containers. If you
wish to take it home, you can
ask for it to-go. But if you do eat
in the restaurant, make sure to
put your tray on top of the trash
cans when you are finished.

Vocational Group
Reported by: Ryan

This month we learned about
brick masons. A brick mason
builds structures and uses
mortar to hold them together.
They work when the sun is
out, not in the rain. To be a
brick mason you must have
the skill of lifting heavy
objects.
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Fun and Games
Reported by: Liam

We refreshed our skills in
Uno. In Uno, you can play a
card that either has the same
number or same color. When
you only have one card left,
you say “Uno!”. The player
that gets rid of all of their
cards first, wins.

In the Spotlight
Our Latest and Greatest Accomplishments!

JOSH
CONOR
Conor wants to celebrate his new self
determination goal, composting! We
keep a bin for compost in the
classroom, and Conor will put it on the
cart and take it outside to our
composter.

LIAM
Liam wants to celebrate his new work
trial at Valley View Service! He has
done some planting, washing
windows, raking, as well as stacking
tires. He has his own uniform that he
puts on before every work shift.

Josh would like to celebrate going on
outings in Johnston. He’s been enjoying
exploring the town, finding his favorite
stores, cafes, and parks.

RYAN
Ryan has chosen a self determination
goal of picking up trash. He wants to
help keep our environment clean, so he
started already by using a trash picker
and collecting garbage in parking lots to
be thrown away.

JUSTIN
Justin wants to celebrate visiting the
Warwick library. He has been practicing
his leisure skills by browsing some
books and enjoying the quiet
atmosphere.

KYLE
Kyle wants to celebrate going to the
park. He has gone for leisure time with
Room 10. Kyle enjoys walking the
sidewalk in the playground area and
going on the swings.

Room 10 is doing great things, and we are so proud of
everyone’s hard work!
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Room 10- out on the town!
Just one of our many class outings

An exciting May outing for Room 10 was a visit to the farmer’s market! We walked
around and looked at all the vendors. The week we went was nurse appreciation, so
we bought plants for our school nurses and delivered them when we returned back
to school.
Stay tuned to hear about more of our outings!
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In the kitchen with Room 10!
Reported by: Justin

In honor of Cinco de Mayo, we made salsa! We went to Stop & Shop for tomatoes,
cucumbers, and green bell peppers. Once they were chopped, we added each into a food
processor until blended. We all took turns adding ingredients and pressing the button to blend.
Once the salsa was finished, we got to taste it with some tortilla chips on the side for dipping.
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